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How to Cure a Fanatic
2015-02-28

a hero of mine a moral as well as literary giant simon schama amos oz the
internationally acclaimed author of a tale of love and darkness and judas grew
up in war torn jerusalem where as a boy he witnessed first hand the poisonous
consequences of fanaticism in how to cure a fanatic amos oz analyses the
historical roots of violence and confronts truths about the extremism nurtured
throughout society by bringing us face to face with fanaticism he suggests ways
in which we can all respond from the author of a tale of love and darkness and
man booker international prize shortlisted judas he was the conscience of
israel roger cohen new york times

Dear Zealots
2018-04-19

his parting shot at opposing the storm of fanaticism breaking over our times
financial times dear zealots is an essential collection of three essays written
out of a sense of urgency concern and a belief that a better future is still
possible it touches on the universal nature of fanaticism and its possible
cures the jewish roots of humanism and the need for a secular pride in israel
and the geopolitical standing of israel in the wider middle east and
internationally amos oz boldly puts forward his case for a two state solution
in what he calls a question of life and death for the state of israel wise
provocative moving and inspiring these essays illuminate the argument over
israeli jewish and human existence shedding a clear and surprising light on
vital political and historical issues and daring to offer new ways out of a
reality that appears to be closed down concise evocative a brilliant book of
thoughts and ideas david grossman

Help Us to Divorce
2004

in how to cure a fanatic amos oz analyses the historical roots of violence and
confronts truths about the extremism nurtured throughout society by bringing us
face to face with fanaticism he suggests ways in which we can all respond in
help us to divorce he convinces irrefutably that the israel palestinian
conflict is primarily a dispute over whose house this is in his
characteristically lucid intelligent and inspiring prose amos os is unafraid to
advocate solutions to the dispute and to espouse his belief that there will one
day be a resolution to the conflict i m no longer a european in any sense
except through the pain of my parents and my ancestors who left forever in my
genes a sense of unrequited love for europe but if i were a european i d be
careful not to point the finger at anyone instead of calling the israelis this
name or the palestinians that name i would do anything i could to help both
sides because both of them are on the verge of making the most painful decision
of their history you no longer have to choose between being pro israel or pro
palestine you have to be pro peace

Cum să lecuieşti un fanatic
2016

revelatory talks about art and life with internationally acclaimed israeli
novelist amos oz in the last years of his life the writer amos oz talked
regularly with shira hadad who worked closely with him as the editor of his
final novel judas these candid uninhibited dialogues show a side of oz that few
ever saw what makes an apple presents the most revealing of these conversations
in english for the first time painting an illuminating and disarmingly intimate
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portrait of a towering literary figure in frank and open exchanges that are by
turns buoyant introspective and argumentative oz explains what impels him to
begin a story and shares his routines habits and challenges as a writer he
discusses the tectonic changes he experienced in his lifetime in relationships
between women and men and describes how his erotic coming of age shaped him not
only as a man but also as an author oz reflects on his parents his formative
years on a kibbutz and how he dealt with and learned from his critics his
students and his fame he talks about why there is more humor in his later books
and gives his exceptional take on fear of death resonating with oz s clear
honest and humorous voice what makes an apple offers unique insights about oz s
artistic and personal evolution and enables readers to explore his work in new
ways

What Makes an Apple?
2022-06-07

the veteran contributors to this volume take as their central drama and their
essential task for analysis the enduring literary and political legacy of
israel prize laureate amos oz 1939 2019 born a decade prior to the
establishment of the state of israel in what was then palestine under british
rule oz s life spanned the country s entire history and both his fiction and
nonfiction restlessly probe and illuminate its fraught conflicts contradictions
and ambivalences throughout his career oz grappled frankly with the often
painful realities of israeli life while also celebrating the ebullience of the
israeli spirit and his sophisticated understanding of the sociopolitical
turmoil of his society was always accompanied by intensely lyrical language and
deep penetrations into the vulnerabilities of the human psyche the volume s
twenty contributors bring an exciting diversity of concerns and perspectives to
oz s most celebrated novels including his powerfully resonant final novel judas
as well as to overlooked facets of his oeuvre illuminating the breathtaking
scope of his literary legacy together they offer gripping analyses of his
urgent and profoundly universal works about political and romantic dreamers
whose heartfelt struggles with both their own human frailties and those of the
state ultimately resonate far beyond israel itself

The Hill of Evil Counsel
1985

set in the summer of 1947 this is a rites of passage novel about a lonely boy
growing up in jerusalem in the last years of british rule from underground
resistance he is drawn into friendship with the enemy in the form of a british
soldier to whom he teaches hebrew in return for english lessons

Amos Oz
2023-03-01

the hebrew novelist and political essayist amoz oz 1939 2018 arguably israel s
leading intellectual was fond of describing himself as using two different pens
the first used to write works of prose and fiction and the other to criticize
the government and advocate for a political change this volume revisits the two
pens parable it brings together scholars from various disciplines who assess
amos oz s dual role in israeli culture and society as an immensely popular
novelist and a leading public intellectual next to offering an intellectual
portrait the chapters in this book highlight some of oz s seminal works examine
their reception evaluate key political and literary debates he was involved in
as well as trace some of the connections between the two realms of his activity
this book is a fascinating read for students researchers and academics of
israeli politics history literature and culture the chapters in this book were
originally published as a special issue of the journal of israeli history and
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are accompanied by a new afterword by the israeli novelist lilah nethanel

Where the Jackals Howl, and Other Stories
1981

an intimate portrait illuminating the life and work of amos oz the award
winning israeli writer and activist amos oz 1939 2018 was one of israel s most
prolific and prominent writers as well as a regular contender for the nobel
prize for literature he was the author of dozens of novels essay collections
and novellas written between 1965 and shortly before his death in this first
published biography of oz the celebrated translator literary critic and
biblical scholar robert alter explores oz s relationship with his family
beginning with the suicide of his mother fania klausner when he was twelve
years old and goes on to review his time in kibbutz hulda which he entered at
fourteen following his separation from his father arieh klausner his family s
right wing zionism his writing career his activism in support of a pluralistic
israel and his work as an international lecturer in examining oz s life and
work alter brings together testimony from oz and his circle as well as close
readings of his central works to present the inner world and public persona of
amos oz

Panther in the Basement
1997

複雑化し錯綜する現在の政治現象を どのように認識すればよいのだろうか 私たちの日常的な経験を出発点として 政治哲学の基本的な問題だけでなく グローバル化の中で
変容する 正義 フェミニズム 多文化主義 ネイション 国家をめぐる最先端の問題まで考察し よりよい政治的構想のために政治哲学が果たす役割とその意味を明らかにす
る 政治に関する理論的 哲学的反省のための最良の導き

Amos Oz’s Two Pens
2023-02-28

when looking at how trauma is represented in literature and the arts we tend to
focus on the weight of the past in this book amir eshel suggests that this
retrospective gaze has trapped us in a search for reason in the madness of the
twentieth century s catastrophes at the expense of literature s prospective
vision considering several key literary works eshel argues in futurity that by
grappling with watershed events of modernity these works display a future
centric engagement with the past that opens up the present to new political
cultural and ethical possibilities what he calls futurity bringing together
postwar german israeli and anglo american literature eshel traces a shared
trajectory of futurity in world literature he begins by examining german works
of fiction and the debates they spurred over the future character of germany s
public sphere turning to literary works by jewish israeli writers as they
revisit israel s political birth he shows how these stories inspired a powerful
reconsideration of israel s identity eshel then discusses post 1989 literature
from ian mcewan s black dogs to j m coetzee s diary of a bad year revealing how
these books turn to events like world war ii and the iraq war not simply to
make sense of the past but to contemplate the political and intellectual
horizon that emerged after 1989 bringing to light how reflections on the past
create tools for the future futurity reminds us of the numerous possibilities
literature holds for grappling with the challenges of both today and tomorrow

Amos Oz
2023-09-26

dear zealots letters from a divided land by amos oz and jessica cohen
conversation starters amos oz does not exempt himself from being called a
fanatic and proposes that readers embrace the responsibility of facing the
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fanatic who resides in our own souls he provides a closer look at judaism and
asks what its essence is the book is considered by critics as a necessary work
that tackles urgent matters addressing the rise of zealotry all over nations
worldwide including israel oz gives an eloquent discussion of jewish traditions
of dissent disagreement and doubt he cites the jews love of hebrew literature
and says that the jews who engage with the present as much as the past are the
most jewish amos oz was an internationally multi awarded israeli born author
also known for judas and the autobiographical panther in the basement a brief
look inside every good book contains a world far deeper than the surface of its
pages the characters and their world come alive and the characters and its
world still live on conversation starters is peppered with questions designed
to bring us beneath the surface of the page and invite us into the world that
lives on these questions can be used to create hours of conversation foster a
deeper understanding of the book promote an atmosphere of discussion for groups
assist in the study of the book either individually or corporately explore
unseen realms of the book as never seen before disclaimer this book you are
about to enjoy is an independent resource to supplement the original book
enhancing your experience if you have not yet purchased a copy of the original
book please do before purchasing this unofficial conversation starters c
copyright 2019 download your copy now on sale read it on your pc mac ios or
android smartphone tablet devices

政治哲学
2005-03-25

this inspired collection offers a new paradigm for moving the world beyond
violence as the first and often only response to violence through essays and
poetry prayers and mediations transforming terror powerfully demonstrates that
terrorist violence defined here as any attack on unarmed civilians can never be
stopped by a return to the thinking that created it a diverse array of
contributors writers healers spiritual and political leaders scientists and
activists including desmond tutu huston smith riane eisler daniel ellsberg amos
oz fatema mernissi fritjof capra george lakoff mahmoud darwish terry tempest
williams and jack kornfield considers how we might transform the conditions
that produce terrorist acts and bring true healing to the victims of these acts
broadly encompassing both the islamic and western worlds the book explores the
nature of consciousness and offers a blueprint for change that makes peace
possible from unforgettable firsthand accounts of terrorism the book draws us
into awareness of our ecological and economic interdependence the need for
connectedness and the innate human capacity for compassion

Futurity
2013-01-14

詩人 思想家にして闘士の形象 パウロがわれらが同時代人として甦える ジジェク アガンベンらに決定的影響を与え 思想界に パウロ ルネッサンス を呼びおこした
現代思想最後のマイスターによる問題作 待望の翻訳

Summary of Dear Zealots: Letters from a Divided Land:
Conversation Starters
2019-02-28

ケニア沖の孤島でひとり貝を拾い 静かに暮らす盲目の老貝類学者 だが 迷い込んできた女性の病を偶然貝で癒してしまったために 人々が島に押し寄せて 死者の甘美な記
憶を 生者へと媒介する能力を持つ女性を妻としたハンター 引っ越しした海辺の町で 二度と会うことのない少年に出会った少女 淡々とした筆致で 美しい自然と 孤独で
はあっても希望と可能性を忘れない人間の姿を鮮やかに切り取った 心に沁みいる 全八篇 ハンターの妻 でo ヘンリー賞を受賞するなど 各賞を受賞した新鋭によるデ
ビュー短篇集
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Transforming Terror
2011-06-02

あの頃 ソンタグがいた 真摯であること 注意を傾けること 真実を語ること しなやかな感性とクリティカルな知性 スーザン ソンタグのラスト メッセージ

聖パウロ
2004-12

a young boy coming of age in british occupied jerusalem trades away one
possession after another only to find something much more wonderful his first
love when soumchi an eleven year old boy growing up just after world war ii
receives a bicycle as a gift from his uncle zemach he is overjoyed even if it
is a girl s bicycle ignoring the taunts of other boys in his neighbourhood he
dreams of riding far away from them out of the city and across the desert
toward the heart of africa but first he wants to show his new prize to his
friend aldo a lavishly gifted writer new york times

シェル・コレクター
2003-06

this book focuses on the difficulties young people face as members of
households in which one or more members are gay lesbian bisexual or transgender
it offers encouragement insights and resources to help them cope with and
embrace the uniqueness of their family life teens and adults from lgbtq
families and teens who identify as lgbtq themselves tell their personal stories
and share strategies they use to deal with a sometimes unaccepting society
topics discussed include politics religion media and bullying

同じ時のなかで
2009-09

歴史の歪曲と情報操作によって生み出されてきた 神話 すなわち虚偽にまみれた政治的プロパガンダの背景を読み解き論駁する

Soumchi
2016-09-15

moderation can be a winning card it can cure us of hubris and arrogance and
helps combat extremism and fanaticism

LGBTQ Families
2013-08-28

世紀の握手に始まった中東和平 しかしイスラエル国内に住むパレスチナ人には 今も和平の恩恵はまったくない イスラエル人 として認められながら 公然とした日常的差
別を受けて孤立する彼らは いったいなにを考えているのか 和平から置き去りにされた不安 占領地で闘う同胞への羨望と憎しみ 二流市民として扱われることへの諦めと憤
り 国内で自治を の願い みずからのユダヤ人としての全存在をかけて彼らと対話し イスラエル国家の軋みをあぶりだした 渾身のルポルタージュ

イスラエルに関する十の神話
2018-11

this edited work is spurred by the 30 year anniversary of the groundbreaking
work by paul ricoeur lectures on ideology and utopia 1986 and the 40 year
anniversary of the original lectures 1975 ricoeur took these concepts that
continue to be enormously important in social and political analysis and
connected them in a uniquely intricate dance the ensuing interplay of these
concepts provides a framework for a more deft and subtle evaluation than is
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common little has been done to engage ricoeur s skill in interpreting ideology
and utopia or their creative tension perhaps due to his significant
contributions in other areas when one combines ricoeur s intricate analyses of
ideology and utopia however with his contributions in other areas of philosophy
such as hermeneutics anthropology embodiment and philosophy of religion one has
fertile grounds for reflection in many directions the essays in this book draw
on these resources not only to engage the strengths and weaknesses of ricoeur s
original work but they also expand his understanding in creative new directions
such as the social imaginary embodiment gender theory immigration and extremist
political rhetoric the text will bring to the fore how this aspect of ricoeur s
work has significance for the wider twenty first century political landscape
just as his original work this book provides much needed resources for critique
of each term along with their relationship to one another while recognizing the
positive dimension of their function

Why Not Moderation?
2023-10-12

a best selling economist reveals the origins of the subprime mortgage crisis
and puts forward bold measures to resolve it by restructuring the institutional
foundations of the financial system in a thoughtful study by the author of
irrational exuberance first serial the atlantic

Hvordan helbrede en fanatiker
2005

in somber lust yair mazor examines the work of the celebrated israeli writer
amos oz in addition to providing a panoramic comprehensive study of oz s work
including his novels novellas short stories and numerous essays on literary
social and political subjects mazor also meticulously documents the evolution
of oz s aesthetic and ideological vision the book concludes with an extensive
interview with oz himself in which he offers insights into his own work as well
as the creative process in general

ユダヤ国家のパレスチナ人
1997

robert wuthnow has been praised as one of the country s best social scientists
by columnist david brooks who hails his writing as tremendously valuable the
new york times calls him temperate balanced compassionate adding one can t but
admire mr wuthnow s views a leading authority on religion he now addresses one
of the most profound subjects the end of the world in be very afraid wuthnow
examines the human response to existential threats once a matter for theology
but now looming before us in multiple forms nuclear weapons pandemics global
warming each threatens to destroy the planet or at least to annihilate our
species freud he notes famously taught that the standard psychological response
to an overwhelming danger is denial in fact wuthnow writes the opposite is true
we seek ways of positively meeting the threat of doing something anything even
if it s wasteful and time consuming the atomic era that began with the bombing
of hiroshima sparked a flurry of activity ranging from duck and cover drills
basement bomb shelters and marches for a nuclear freeze all were arguably
ineffectual yet each sprang from an innate desire to take action it would be
one thing if our responses were merely pointless wuthnow observes but they can
actually be harmful both the public and policymakers tend to model reactions to
grave threats on how we met previous ones the response to the terrorist attacks
of 9 11 for example echoed the cold war citizens went out to buy duct tape
mimicking 1950s era civil defense measures and the administration launched two
costly conflicts overseas offering insight into our responses to everything
from an inconvenient truth to the bird and swine flu epidemics robert wuthnow
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provides a profound new understanding of the human reaction to existential
vulnerability

Ideology and Utopia in the Twenty-First Century
2018-11-23

ricardo rubinstein explores the contemporary culture and its discontents
including subjectivity fanaticism panic attacks technology and pandemics
through a psychoanalytic lens each chapter considers an aspect of modern
society and attempts to unpick these complex facets of the world we live in
psychoanalytic understandings of the triggers and socio environmental factors
of panic attacks the inner worlds of people attracted to fanatical beliefs and
risky behaviors and our dependence on technology for our most vital activities
are explored in an accessible way rubinstein also considers the restrictions
put in place on the lives of millions of people as a result of the covid 19
pandemic and examines human adaptation to restrictive conditions psychoanalysis
culture and contemporary discontents is illustrated throughout with clinical
vignettes from the author s practice this psychoanalytic exploration of a
diverse range of topical issues will be of interest to psychoanalysts and
psychoanalytic psychotherapists in practice and in training it will also be
relevant for academics and students of sociology and cultural studies and to
readers interested in understanding cultural concerns in more depth

The Subprime Solution
2012-09-24

the hill of evil counsel is a fusion of history and imaginative narrative re
creating the twilight world of jerusalem during the fading days of the british
mandate in these three closely linked stories oz vividly evokes the stifling
atmosphere of impending crisis as real personalities rub shoulders with
fictional characters whose hopes and fears are hauntingly portrayed

Jewish Book World
2006

pulitzer prize finalist a provocative and deeply reported look into the
emerging field of deradicalization esquire told through the stories of former
militants and the people working to bring them back into society what are the
roots of radicalism journalist carla power came to this question well before
the january 6 2021 attack in washington d c turned our country s attention to
the problem of domestic radicalization her entry point was a different wave of
radical panic the way populists and pundits encouraged us to see the young
people who joined isis or other terrorist organizations as simple monsters
power wanted to chip away at the stereotypes by focusing not on what these
young people had done but why what drew them into militancy what visions of the
world of home of land of security for themselves and the people they loved
shifted their thinking toward radical beliefs and what visions of the world
might bring them back to society power begins her journey by talking to the
mothers of young men who d joined isis in the uk and canada from there she
travels around the world in search of societies that are finding new and
innovative ways to rehabilitate former extremists we meet an american judge who
has staked his career on finding new ways to handle terrorist suspects a
pakistani woman running a game changing school for former child soldiers a
radicalized somali american who learns through literature to see beyond his
manichean beliefs and a former neo nazi who now helps disarm white supremacists
along the way power gleans lessons that get her closer to answering the true
question at the heart of her pursuit can we find a way to live together an eye
opening page turning investigation home land security speaks to the rise of
division and radicalization in all forms both at home and abroad in this richly
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reported and deeply human account carla power offers new ways to overcome the
rising tides of extremism one human at a time

Somber Lust
2012-02-01

後期古代ローマ史研究の重鎮ブラウンの処女作であり 現代の古典とも言うべきアウグスティヌス伝 英米圏で 告白録 に次いで読まれている とまで評される 古代最大の
キリスト教思想家の生涯と思想を その歴史的 地理的環境との関連の中で 生き生きと描き出す 最新改訂版からの翻訳

Be Very Afraid
2010-04-07

fiction and reality merge inside the mind of a famous israeli author in this
hilarious and profound slyly philosophical novel booklist in this novel amos oz
offers a prismatic portrait of the storytelling impulse with an extended
glimpse inside the mind of a celebrated unnamed author on a stiflingly hot
night the author is in tel aviv to give a reading from his new book as his
attention wanders he begins to invent lives for the strangers he sees around
him here a self styled cultural guru yakir bar orian zhitomirski there a love
starved professional reader rochele reznik to say nothing of ricky the waitress
the real object of his desires reality and fiction blend in this ingenious
poignant work by the author of a tale of love and darkness a winner of the
koret jewish book award a fable on themes of sex death and writing pitched
somewhere between the fictional universes of jm coetzee and milan kundera the
guardian the witty and melancholy recorder of his country s brilliant
sufficiencies now oz takes an equally witty equally melancholy look at his role
as a writer los angeles times from the prodigious oz comes a delightfully
elusive story of imagination talent and the transitory nature of fame stamped
with oz s charm and graceful skill in creating rich characters publishers
weekly

Psychoanalysis, Culture and Contemporary Discontents
2022-10-03

honouring anthropologist richard j preston and his outstanding career with the
crees in northern quebec together we survive presents new research by preston s
colleagues former students and family members who like him have established
long term respectful research partnerships and friendships with aboriginal
communities demonstrating the influential nature of preston s collaborative
approach on anthropologists in canada and beyond the essays in together we
survive explore development and urbanization material culture and conflict
scholars who conducted research in the 1960s with crees farther to the south
broaden the scope of preston s cree narrative 2002 a cree colleague and friend
expands on his study of traditional cree songs other essays widen the
geographical historical and cultural foci of the book beyond the quebec crees
examining the significance of a beaded hood at red river in 1844 scrutinizing
symbols of anishinaabe identity and describing the struggle for indigenous
human rights at the united nations building on preston s pioneering work in
cultural anthropology together we survive recounts the ways in which the
eastern james bay cree and other aboriginal peoples faced with massive
incursions on their lands and lives have collaborated and formed respectful
partnerships as they seek to survive and thrive in peace contributors include
regna darnell western harvey a feit mcmaster john s long nipissing stan l
louttit richard t mccutcheon algoma the late cath oberholtzer trent laura peers
oxford jennifer preston susan preston adrian tanner memorial and cory willmott
southern illinois
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The Hill of Evil Counsel
2015-02-28

how our everyday interactions as neighbors shape and sometimes undermine
democracy love thy neighbor is an impossible exhortation good neighbors greet
us on the street and do small favors but neighbors also startle us with sounds
at night and unleash their demons on us they monitor and reproach us and betray
us to authorities the moral principles prescribed for friendship civil society
and democratic public life apply imperfectly to life around home where we
interact day to day without the formal institutions rules of conduct and means
of enforcement that guide us in other settings in good neighbors nancy
rosenblum explores how encounters among neighbors create a democracy of
everyday life which has been with us since the beginning of american history
and is expressed in settler immigrant and suburban narratives and in novels
poetry and popular culture during disasters like hurricane katrina the
democracy of everyday life is a resource for neighbors who improvise rescue and
care degraded this framework can give way to betrayal by neighbors as faced by
the japanese americans interned during world war ii or to terrible violence
such as the lynching of african americans under extreme conditions the barest
act of neighborliness is a bulwark against total ethical breakdown the elements
of the democracy of everyday life reciprocity speaking out and live and let
live comprise a democratic ideal not reducible to public principles of justice
or civic virtue but it is no less important the democracy of everyday life
rosenblum argues is the deep substrate of democracy in america and can be its
saving remnant

Home, Land, Security
2021-09-07

we all use language in different ways depending on the situations we find
ourselves in in formal contexts we are usually expected to use a formal level
of standard english the english codified in grammars usage guides and
dictionaries in may i quote you on that stephen spector offers a new approach
to learning standard english grammar and usage the product of spector s forty
years of teaching courses on the english language this book makes the
conventions of formal writing and speech easier and more enjoyable to learn
than traditional approaches usually do each lesson begins with humorous
interesting or instructive illustrative quotations from writers celebrities and
historical figures mark twain appears alongside winston churchill yogi berra
woody allen jerry seinfeld stephen colbert oprah lady gaga and many others
these quotations allow readers to infer the rules and word meanings from
context and if they stick in readers memory they can serve as models for the
rules they exemplify the lessons then offer short essays written in a
conversational style on the history of the rules or the words being discussed
but because english is constantly changing the essays offer not only the
traditional rules of standard english but also the current opinions of usage
panelists stylists and language specialists when rules are controversial
spector offers advice about stylistic choices a companion website features a
workbook with practice drills this book will appeal to anyone who wants to
write well it s aimed at those who are applying to college taking the sat or
writing a job application an essay or anything else that requires clear and
effective communication

アウグスティヌス伝
2004-02

charles taylor s monumental book a secular age has been extensively discussed
criticized and worked on this volume by contrast explores ways of working with
taylor s book especially its potentials and limits for individual research
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projects due to its wide reception it has initiated a truly interdisciplinary
object of study with essays drawn from various research fields this volume
fosters substantial conversation across disciplines
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